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Note from the project team for the Reporting and Assurance 
Frameworks Initiative 

 
During consultations on the Human Rights Reporting and Assurance 
Frameworks Initiative (‘RAFI’) in October 2013, the RAFI project team 
noted the widely differing ways in which the terms ‘assurance’ and ‘audit’ 
are used by different stakeholders from different fields of practice.  We 
remarked on the potential utility of a paper that could provide some 
background regarding these distinctions.   
 
Adam Carrel from EY, a participant in the New York consultation, kindly 
undertook to provide a white paper that could offer an overview on this 
issue, including some perspectives on the relative strengths and 
weaknesses of current audit and assurance models and lessons that RAFI 
might draw from them. The opinions expressed represent his perspectives 
and not necessarily those of EY.   
 
The RAFI project team welcomed this offer and is confident that the 
resulting paper will be a valuable contribution to on-going discussions, 
including as a stimulus to additional or differing perspectives on the issues 
raised.  We hope this will further advance collective thinking about how 
RAFI might re-envision assurance in a form that could add value in the 
context of human rights reporting. 
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The Human Rights Reporting and Assurance Frameworks Initiative:  
Considerations for the development of an assurance framework  
 
Purpose 
 
The purpose of this white paper is to support a uniform base understanding on the 
meaning and potential implications of key assurance concepts, as they might apply to 
forthcoming human rights disclosures. The paper also attempts to provide an overview 
of the advantages and disadvantages, as well as the ‘lessons learnt’ from the assurance 
of non-financial data over recent years.   
 
Key terms 
 
Outside of the financial context, terms like ‘assurance’ and ‘audit’ have taken on 
different meanings sometimes at odds with the original. For the purposes of this 
discussion the following key terms are defined as follows: 
 
Assurance - assurance entails an independent third party assessment, performed by 
entities that are held to specific professional standards governing assessment 
methodology, that opine on management’s disclosures on – in this context – human 
rights. One notable aspect of these standards is that they require assurance providers 
to tailor their methodologies via a risk assessment of the specific circumstances of the 
individual client. It is for these reasons that this kind of assurance is typically provided 
by public accounting firms, though this does not have to be the case.  
 
Assurance is perhaps best suited to corporate-level disclosures because it looks at the 
overarching processes and controls that support the generation of accurate data, rather 
than strictly empirical evidence gathered at the site level. A company’s ‘controls’ are 
best understood as the checks and balances that a company deploys to ensure the 
consistent application of its internal reporting standards. It is through the testing of 
controls that an assurance provider obtains comfort over the reliability of an overall 
reporting function rather than purely the discrete data sets over which recalculations 
have been performed.  
 
In the context of human rights reporting, controls might include, for instance, processes 
that ensure security guards are screened for their training on human rights and for their 
record on the ground before being deployed to guard company facilities, or the controls 
that prevent procurement personnel from raising a purchase order for factories that 
have not been approved by social compliance. Historically the efficacy of corporate 
human rights functions have been subject to limited internal review, which has 
contributed to the relative stagnancy of process improvement in corporate human rights 
reporting over recent years.  
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Assurance may be classified as either Limited (‘review-level’ in the US) or Reasonable 
(‘examination-level’ in the US) with the former involving less work and resulting in a 
“negatively” framed opinion (i.e. nothing has come to our attention to suggest that [the 
disclosure] is not correct) and the latter involving more work resulting in ‘positively’ 
framed opinion ([the disclosure] is a true and correct representation...). 
 
Audit - outside of financial statement assurance the term “audit” has come to apply 
most frequently to the assessment of non-financial information against established 
requirements, such as Health Safety and Environment auditing against Occupational 
Health and Safety requirements. As such it aligns better to individual production 
facilities/assets as it is not necessarily informed by overarching assurance standards or 
risk assessments of the corporate control environments to inform testing strategies. 
Non-financial auditing is primarily the domain of engineering firms and large 
sustainability-focused consultancies and typically results in the provision of a 
“verification statement” which, compared to assurance statements, are less prescriptive 
in what they can state. 
 
It is worth mentioning that individual site-based assessments often do, or at least 
should, form part of a human rights-focused assurance engagement. In the assurance 
context a site-based assessment is generally focused on assessing if company-wide 
processes are occurring as expected at a site-level as opposed to verifying that the 
specific site meets a specific standard, as in an audit.  
 
The primary difference between human rights assurance vs audit is perhaps best 
described as being that an audit is geared towards confirming that a certain facility/ 
asset meets a certain standard at a certain time, while assurance is geared towards 
confirming that an entity’s processes imply that all of its assets and activities are likely to 
converge towards an acceptable standard.  
 
Materiality – any discussion on non-financial assurance needs to address the often 
complex concept of ‘materiality’ which, primarily via the GRI, has a dual meaning in the 
context of reporting and assurance. Materiality, in the traditional assurance sense, 
simply represents the threshold imposed by an assurance provider beyond which an 
error would be seen as significant to the users of a report. It is most easily applied to 
numerical datasets. For instance where a company might be reporting a total value of 
$1,000,000 in micro-finance loans issued, an assurance provider might impose a 
materiality threshold of 5 percent, meaning that any discrepancy in excess of $50,000 
will need to be reconciled for the assurance provider to issue an unqualified (or ‘clean’) 
opinion.  
 
Alternatively, in the sustainability reporting context, the term materiality has also been 
used to mean that the information in a report addresses the significant economic, 
environmental and social impacts of an organization and those that would substantively 
influence the assessments and decisions of stakeholders. For example, were an Oil and 
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Gas company operating in the US, South Sudan and Myanmar to base their public 
human rights disclosures entirely on the conditions in their Texan Oil refineries it would 
be said that the content of their human rights report would not reflect the principle of 
Materiality. Materiality, as defined in the sustainability reporting context, is perhaps the 
most important unifier of effective non-financial reporting given the historical propensity 
of such reports to reflect ‘comfortable’ content as opposed to the real challenges at the 
nexus of business and society. As will be discussed further, assurance (properly 
applied) is perhaps the only means of ‘enforcing’ an adherence to this later definition of 
materiality where there is no regulator to do so.  
 
The rationale for an assurance component to corporate human rights 
reporting 
 
For the purpose of simplicity (and in line with the author’s later suggestion that RAFI 
might adopt a hybrid of assurance and audit approaches), the terms assurance and 
audit are referred to under the umbrella term ‘assurance’ within the remainder of this 
paper.  
 
In some sectors (e.g. extractive industries) and geographies (e.g. Australasia and 
Western Europe) sustainability-related disclosures are not considered credible in the 
absence of third party assessment. In other sectors and geographies (e.g. the United 
States) the demand for sustainability assurance has not grown in parallel with the 
uptake of reporting. What is common across all experiences in non-financial reporting is 
that given that sustainability/human rights functions lack the kind of resources that 
support financial reporting, assurance providers almost always detect significant 
inaccuracies during even the most light-touch assessments. As such, two immediate 
benefits of assurance are a) that it instills greater confidence in users of human rights 
reports that the information is credible enough to be acted upon; and b) that material 
inaccuracies are addressed prior to publication.  
 
Expanding on this latter benefit, there is a common misconception that the relationship 
between the assurer and the assured is ‘one-way’ and results purely in a ‘pass’ or a ‘fail’ 
at the conclusion of the engagement. In reality, and particularly in the context of 
sustainability assurance, assurance providers have significant latitude to work with 
reporters to remedy inaccuracies and recommend process improvements that can result 
in the betterment of future reports.  
 
Beyond these more obvious benefits, assurance has the additional advantages of a) 
elevating the awareness of the human rights function to executive officers that would not 
be engaged were assurance not performed – including those responsible for risk 
management; and b) providing human rights/social compliance departments with 
access to third party expertise they might otherwise not have.  
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Lessons learned from current assurance/audit models 
 
Notwithstanding the benefits of assurance mentioned above, there are numerous 
lessons that can be learnt from current approaches to sustainability-related 
assurance/audit, which – despite some or all of the benefits mentioned above – 
nevertheless have often failed to arrive at an approach that was entirely fit for purpose.     
 
The remainder of this paper sets out a range of key lessons that may be of particular 
relevance and interest to RAFI as it moves forward.  
 
Should assurance/audit be made mandatory? 
 
There are few voluntary reporting mechanisms that incorporate mandatory 
assurance/audit, for the obvious reason that it might deter participation among 
companies unwilling to take on the cost and scrutiny of a third party. In that RAFI is 
looking to entice companies towards a new reporting framework within an already 
crowded marketplace this is an important consideration. 
 
However, it is important to note that much of what has constrained the full realization of 
the ambitions of the Global Reporting Initiative (‘GRI’), Global Compact and the Carbon 
Disclosure Project (‘CDP’) is that these organisations have had few or no means to 
ensure compliance with the intent of their reporting frameworks. Although each of these 
organizations, in particular the GRI, has gone to great lengths to describe the 
importance of the accuracy, completeness and above all materiality of reported content, 
many observers feel that too much of the content of reports is still skewed towards 
conveying those areas in which a company believes it has done well.  
 
Assuming then that mandatory assurance would require auditors to specifically assess 
the alignment of reported content with the RAFI reporting framework (discussed shortly) 
this could go a long way to ensuring that the outputs of RAFI reporters comprise 
meaningful information that furthers the cause of human rights awareness and 
performance improvement. 
 
Should the third party assessment align to assurance standards or audit 
standards? 
 
In deciding between assurance and audit-based approaches it is useful to note that, 
generally speaking, assurance adds more value to the reporter while audits often 
provide more easily digestible detail to users of reports.   
 
In performing audits of non-financial information, sustainability-focused consultancies 
have been under no obligation to: 
• Be independent of the reporting entity  
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• Have a structured review and approval process  
• Define and adhere to a sampling and testing methodology  
• Retain and archive audit evidence, among other things 

 
As such the findings of a typical non-financial audit (often described as a ‘verification 
statement’) are a product of two key factors: the particular expertise of the consultant 
and the extent of company operations they were able to see.   Each factor may be 
extensive or limited.   
 
An advantage of the absence of regulated obligations is that the expert consultant is 
generally able to provide a much more nuanced description of what a company is doing 
well and what it needs to improve upon and will also typically be much more transparent 
regarding the nature of the procedures involved. However, inferences should not 
necessarily be drawn from this verification statement that the findings expressed are 
representative of the whole enterprise. 
 
Assurance providers on the other hand are bound by internal and external assurance 
standards – in particular ISAE 3000 (outside the US) and AT101 (inside the US) – that 
prescribe the kind of practices not required of consultancies, described above. The 
rigors of these standards almost always detect and remedy process failures in the 
calculation and aggregation of information.  However, they are often not geared towards 
the development of qualitative impressions drawn from specific site-based experiences, 
which are often more telling indicators of company performance than data-based 
assessments.  
 
As such, in considering new approaches in the human rights reporting space, it may be 
that a hybrid of both assurance and audit-based approaches would represent the best 
opportunity to leverage the benefits of both. Such an approach could draw on assurance 
to ensure that a necessary amount of work and review precedes the generation of an 
opinion and could draw on audit approaches to produce an opinion that contains 
meaningful commentary regarding the basis of that opinion.  
 
Should RAFI define the Criteria and Subject Matter for assurance? 
 
The previous section discussed the Standard (the requirements that the auditor is 
bound by) under which the assurance engagement would be performed. Two other 
important assurance concepts are Criteria and Subject Matter. 
 
The Criteria are what the human rights report would be audited against. Key examples 
of non-financial assurance criteria are the GRI Principles for informing report content 
(Materiality, Completeness, Stakeholder Inclusiveness and Sustainability Context) 
against which assurance providers assess the extent to which a report has reflected 
these principles. As another example, the AccountAbility principles which provide the 
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basis for sustainability assurance according to the AA1000AS are Inclusivity, Materiality 
and Responsiveness. 
 
The Subject Matter is what is being audited and it is generally up to the party being 
audited to define what this is.  
 
The GRI framework includes a number of indicators and management approach 
considerations on which GRI reports must be based to reflect G4 (or under the old 
paradigm to be classified as an A, B or C report). At the same time, the GRI framework 
does not stipulate that the Criteria must be applied when reports are assured ‘against' 
the framework; nor that all Subject Matter must be included in the assurance. As such, 
companies are at liberty to get immaterial (i.e. irrelevant) subject matter assured (such 
as the GHG emissions of an insurance company) against selective criteria that often 
exclude the GRI Principle of Materiality. Users of these reports often understand an 
assurance statement as an indication that the whole report is reflective of GRI principles 
when in fact this may not be the case. 
 
As such, one means of addressing this weakness in the human rights reporting context 
could be to stipulate that if a report is to be assured, the subject matter must comprise 
at least x and y (say the whole report, or certain core content), and that the Criteria must 
include, say, Completeness, Accuracy and Materiality, the meaning of which would 
need to be publicly defined.  
 
This could help ensure that that assurance which is performed remains a legitimate 
signifier of transparency and does not inadvertently mislead the reader into believing 
that more assurance is provided than is actually the case. 
 
Avoiding the flaws of the current factory auditing paradigm1 
 
In developing and publishing a RAFI assurance framework which includes guidance on 
assurance subject matter and the criteria to be applied by assurance providers it is 
particularly important it does not simply reproduce the weaknesses of traditional supply 
chain audit outputs (i.e. verification that a certain factory population has been subject to 
a certain quantity of audits that returned a certain amount of compliances and non-
compliances).  
 
As such, RAFI should look to avoid producing something equivalent to an audit protocol 
that auditors could simply populate with ‘yes/no’ type entries. These binary approaches 
to supply chain assessment have significantly undermined downstream awareness of 
the reality of human rights impacts by focusing too heavily on physical indicators of 

                                                
1 For further information on this, see EY, “Human Rights and Professional Wrongs: rethinking corporate social 
compliance in the supply chain”, available at 
http://www.ey.com/Publication/vwLUAssets/EY_-_Human_rights_and_professional_wrongs/$FILE/ey-Social-
compliance-and-human-rights-report.pdf.  
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human rights (e.g. fire exits and birth certificates) without assessing the existence of 
management systems that should promote real and continuous improvement in human 
rights.  
 
Accordingly, in preparing guidance for assurance practitioners much could be gained by 
drawing on internal audit modes of assessment. This would include: 

• Commencing each assurance engagement with a review of the systems for 
identifying the greatest/most salient human rights risks that then form the focal 
content of the report;   

• Looking beyond reporting information that says that the company has a process 
to assess impacts and manage grievances, to look also at the appropriateness 
and effectiveness of those processes; 

• Looking at whether such statements are borne out across the company’s 
different operations (rather than, for example, just focused on the supply chain) 
and whether they carry through in practice at the operational level. 

 
In addition, assurance guidance should stress the importance of assessing the 
alignment of the entirety of a corporation’s actions with the information disclosed under 
the RAFI reporting framework rather than simply those elements of a company’s supply 
chain that have historically fallen into the purview of social compliance functions. This 
would require, in particular, looking at the incorporation of human rights assessments 
into actions such as: 

• The provision of preferred supplier status 
• Site selection and new-country entry 
• Executive remuneration  
• Mine plan development (e.g. an assurance engagement should not look 

exclusively at whether the terms of a resettlement action plan have been met but 
whether all options to avoid resettlement were initially exhausted) 

• Energy procurement  
 
By doing so assurance engagements will stand to play a significant role in progressing 
the cause of meaningful dialogue on business and human rights, and result in both an 
assurance process that assists companies’ own efforts to implement the UN Guiding 
Principles, and an assurance opinion that significantly advances the capacity of 
stakeholders to make informed judgments of corporate human rights performance. 
 
Conclusion 
 
The author hopes that this paper will help stimulate constructive debate about the best 
approach to the development of an assurance framework in the context of the Human 
Rights Reporting and Assurance Frameworks Initiative.  It has sought to do so by: 
a) clarifying how the terms ‘audit’ and ‘assurance’ are currently typically used in the non-
financial context and the distinctions between the two; 
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b) identifying some strengths and opportunities from the existing practice of non-
financial assurance that RAFI might wish to capture; 
c) identifying some weaknesses and pitfalls of the existing practice of non-financial 
assurance and audit that RAFI might wish to avoid; and 
d) pointing to some potential ways in which RAFI might develop a new, in some ways 
‘hybrid’ approach in its assurance framework, which might create something more fit for 
purpose.   
 


